GLOBAL COVERAGE WITH LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
EXPERTISE ALIGNED WITH STRATEGY

UK OFFICE
Tech ICS Suite 11, City Business Centre
Canada Water Lower Road, London SE16 2XB.
https://www.techics.com
Email: info@techics.com, Tel: 0333 344 7237

BANGLADESH OFFICE
Tech ICS, West World Shopping Cty 6th Floor,
Room No: 712-713 Jallarpur Road Zindabazar
Sylhet 3100, Bangladesh.
Bangladesh Mobile: 01762 062 834
Today’s market is global and diverse; and so should be your business. Tech ICS believe that revolutionising your business on the digital platform is not just a prerequisite but a need to exist.

Your business

With continued global changes, businesses often fail to keep up-to-date. This is where Tech ICS comes into its own, by becoming your Digital Partner. Technology enables businesses to reach out to and connect with customers/clients faster and in better form. It supports your infrastructure by better organisational management, with systems to monitor customer/client contact, behaviour and end user experience.

Us

Tech ICS, we are Digital and IT Specialists, with combined expertise spanning over 60 years. The company has project managed for both small and large businesses including multinational institutions at home and further afield.

Services to choose from

Tech ICS expect no service to be ever the same, bespoke is what we design along with a strategic vision based on your objectives. This is because you will use the system, and what better to generate a tool that caters to your needs. Sure, we will voice our expert opinion on what would work better for you; ultimately we will always accommodate your needs and wants as a primary focus as we look to deliver the best possible solution.
Web Development Services.
Web Based Software Development.
Digital Marketing, including Search Engine Optimisation.
Cloud Services & Data Management.
Web Hosting Services.
Content Management & Copywriting.
User Experience Development.

Costing

Tech ICS’s costs are based on an hourly rate in line with the level of time our colleagues will work on the assigned project. We can provide estimations as always however these will be verified prior to any commitments made by you.

Where we charge a fixed fee for our service(s), no increased charges will be applied unless advised beforehand with explanation agreed upon. Our trust is based on being transparent throughout a processes lifecycle.

Summary

We acknowledge you are seeking value for money, and this is what we work on. Retaining your services at Tech ICS for all Digital and IT needs is of paramount importance to us.

Speak to one of us and let us create an action plan for your next Tech Phase.

Tech ICS.
✅ www.321ics.com

We are an Online Estate Agent combining buyers, sellers, tenants and landlords. At 321ICS we build long-term relationships, which allow us to provide personalised, clear and considered advice on all areas of property in all key markets.
We hope that you find our pages useful and informative. ICS Legal specialize in UK Immigration advice | UK Visas Advice | Marriage Visa | UK Spouse Visa | British Citizenship | Tier 1 Visas. ICS Legal is an OISC (Office of the Immigration Services Commissioner) regulated legal practice, providing immigration advice and visa advice. As Immigration Experts our immigration advice extends on how to enter the United Kingdom to Study, Work, Visit or Settle with family.
www.sk-associates.org

We use reliability, professionalism and conduct as the backbone to our service and never compromise our aim to deliver success.